Collaborative
Transport

Solving
the difficult.
This is the
Supply Change.™

The opportunity:

What we do:

It’s no secret. Empty lanes increase costs, trucks on the road,
fuel consumption and CO2 emissions. They’re bad for business
and the environment.

To meet our 17,000 customers’ needs, we manage and
contract the transport of more than 1.5 million pallet
shipments annually through 47,000 lanes across Europe. This
vast network of lanes, facilities and customers enables us to
find more overlaps with your network to identify and realise
meaningful savings.

They’re also extremely difficult to fill.
Pick up and arrival times. Point of origin and destination. Type
of goods. Trailer design. Partner identification and coordination.
Data analysis. Negotiation. Haulier coordination and approval.
With so many pieces of the puzzle to align, it’s no wonder so
many empty lanes exist.
Fortunately, our businesses match exceptionally well.
For starters, the retailers’ yards that you deliver goods to are
the same retailer yards we need to transport our pallets from.
Whether it’s filling your empty leg back from a retailer, or filling
our empty leg to a retailer, the fundamental requirement for
success is there.
We also match well at the other end. With more than 17,000
customer locations throughout Europe, we’re likely to have
a destination and need within close proximity to the lane you
need to fill.
Our pallet movements are rarely time-sensitive, so we also are
more likely to work well with your retail delivery schedules.
Eliminating empty lanes is never easy, but when we collaborate
together to reduce transport costs we also reduce our impact
on the environment. Together, we can reduce the number of
trucks on the road, conserve resources and reduce our
carbon footprint.

Eliminating empty lanes is a complex, challenging and
time-consuming process. The good news is -- we do the
work for you.
After you identify the empty lanes you would like to eliminate,
our transportation specialists will employ proprietary lanematching software to uncover synergies within your network
and ours. After we’ve identified and agreed which lanes
are potential opportunities, we’ll manage every step of the
process, from partner collaboration to financial modeling to
carrier negotiation through carrier management.

We collaborate with more
than 125 companies across
Europe to reduce their
transportation costs and
environmental footprint.

With 47,000 lanes servicing 17,000 customers, we have an
enormous potential universe of lanes we could match.

X Manufacturing Customer Locations

Y Retail Customer Locations

Real world value through
Collaborative Transport.

What we’ve accomplished in Europe working
together with more than 125 customers.

How we’ll work together:
We have a long history of collaborating with customers to
match and eliminate empty lanes. Here’s how our time-tested
process works.
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transport lanes matched

Opportunity

Analysis

Implementation

Reporting

Identify potential collaborative
lanes and work with your
logistics teams to agree on
opportunities.

Define carrier base and set
lane rate opportunities. Then
define constraints, priorities,
KPIs and review the process.

Finalise the operational plan
and initiate pilot. Review
pilot results and opportunities
for improvement, then execute.

Measure and report
performance. Explore, set
and measure multi year
targets to grow the program.

How you’ll benefit:

Only CHEP:

Our Collaborative Transport solutions help reduce the many
costs of transportation. Working together, we can:

We transport more than 1.5 million pallet shipments annually,
and we need to move them from the precise location where
your legs become empty. With thousands of manufacturer,
grower and retail customer locations throughout Europe, we
are uniquely positioned to fill your empty legs. We look forward
to collaborating with you.

+ Lower the costs of delivering your goods
+ Make more efficient use of transport resources
+ Satisfy retailers desire to reduce the number of trips to
their yards.
+ Reduce fuel consumption and CO2 emissions
+ Reduce traffic congestion and the number of trucks on the road

Global Good:
Every empty lane we can fill is a positive move for
business and the environment. It’s never an easy feat,
but we’re committed to make the effort to accomplish
what we can together. It’s all part of CHEP’s Better
Planet initiative, as we work to minimise the impact of
the supply chain on the environment.

4.4 million
km saved

65,000

shipments delivered

4,300

tons of CO2 reduced

32 million

pallets transported

This is the
Supply Change.
Together we can
make it happen.™

Collaborative Transport.
Just one of many Consumer Goods
Solutions from CHEP.
If you’re looking to improve
your supply chain, let’s talk.
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